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ABSTRACT: Smart Recruitment System for an Organization to attract potential and 

amazing talent candidates and select most appropriate candidates for an organization. 

Analyzing the requirements of jobs, attracting candidates for the jobs, screening and 

hiring the new applicants for the Organization. Employees can screen schedule further 

interview and get notified. Employee is hire according to their performance in interview. 

Candidates report is generated according to the feedback given by Interviewer. After 

Candidate is appointed for the organization, their report/ performance related project is 

given to the candidate. This system helps to bring right candidates for an Organization  

and helps in saving time of Recruiting activity of the company to run the process 

smoothly and efficiently. As compared to human recruiters, this process was found to be 

more consistent, so this  system can be  trusted more in case of automation of applicant 

ranking. 

 

Keyword- Candidate interview, Hire ability, Behaviour, Security, Social computing, Job 

to resume matching. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

In this competitive and progressive business world organizations need to recruit the best 

talent that can lead them to achieve goals. Recruitment is defined as a process to hire a 

candidate from various rounds by analyzing his performance parameters in various 

fields. The goal of our system is to hire a best perfect candidate for a perfect post. Smart 

Recruitment is one of the most recent trending requirement as internet usage become 

widespread the first step of smart recruitment was the addition of online applying for the 

job on a corporate website .Our project aim is to generate report of each indicate who 

will attend further interview. Firstly a candidate will apply and upload their resume on 

the website. The Organization will analyze the candidate resume and select the 

candidate according to their requirement. Selected candidate get notification mail and 

schedule interview. This interview will be scheduled by the admin. Interviewer will get 

assign for candidates by admin and generate feedback of that particular candidate in 

each round. After completion of rounds complete report is generated of that candidate 
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and according to performance organization will hire best candidate and will assign 

project. While taking interview of the candidate his domain of interest will be analyzed 

by the interviewer as he will be assigned a project based on his knowledge of domain. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

   In this Paper, they have approached for evaluating job applications in smart 

recruitment system, using machine learning algorithms. This system extracts objectives 

of candidate using LinkedIn profile and obtains their overall features using linguistic 

survey  the blogs which they have posted. The consistency was found by the system as 

compared to human recruiters.[1] 

 

   In this system, they have implemented a recruitment process  which helps in hire ring 

the probability of Candidate for getting placed in IT company by applying machine 

learning algorithms. This results are compared with the results obtained from algorithm 

like Logistic Regression and SVM. Here, academic. skills, programming skills 

communication knowledge and group work of the candidate is analysed.[2] 

   In this paper, they have proposed an online recruitment system which employs 

semantic resources to obtain the contents of resume and job posts. This system has 

precision-recall based framework. It also utilizes statistical measures to highlight data 

with relevant ideas which were not recognized initially.[3] 

   In this system, they proposed a recruitment system for an organisation, which is based 

on massive open online courses(MOOCs),their aim is to create a profile of student 

which help the recruiters to search for the best candidate for job.[4] 

   In this paper, they have used GA algorithm, this module  is used to  learning 

recruitment record for the job which is then used to establish the model as per user 

demand, lastly the job-CV matching model is find using this algorithm.[5] 

For job post and CV classification the proposed system comprises several modules that 

are organized as follows. First, a Section-based The list of candidate is extracted on the 

basis of their personal details, educational details, and experience(if applicable) 

Segmentation module is used to find the list of candidate. the refining module is used to 

remove the candidate from their database (irrelevant data) who does'nt fulfil the 

company requirements. Another module is used for matching the data from job post and 

candidate skills from resume as input in order to classify them under their 

corresponding occupational categories. At this step, we deed an coherent 

occupational categories knowledge. Then, The feature based matching module takes the 

list of technical skills from their detail to build semantic communication by finding the 

semantic matching between their Skills in the same fashion. lastly, the Matching process 

and algorithm takes the semantic network as input- as far as they are in same group - 

and find the measures of semantic relatedness between them as an output.[6] Most of 

the current job offers classification systems are used for the recruitment process, rather 

classify job offers from the (www) World Wide Web.` ontology-based classification is 

comparatively a new area of research than machine learning classification. This section 

describes research related to the classification of job offers and other domains. The 
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ontology-based document classification model utilized document similarities for 

classification, and compared its performance with Bayesian classifier. It calculates text 

similarities with the help of ontology, that classify a document to its related class 

devised a classifier called Automatic Classification Engine (ACE) We constructed 

ontology with job offers text files, which were retrieved from the World Wide Web. We 

used an ontology to extract the ontological concepts from our dataset, and the output is 

concepts frequency, which is stored in MySQL database. This database is used to tag 

ontology with certain ratio score.[7] 

In terms of talents recruitment system, from personal perspective, he needs to register 

account and uses this registered username and password to log in the system. Then, 

manager will perform resume information input, resume update, query delivery history, 

checking system recommendation and finally log off. However, enterprises also need 

log-in at first and use the registered username and passwords to enter system, and then 

publish various positions. For the published position for further management including 

update and delete, enterprises can inquire talents recruitment system to recommend 

excellent resumes to enterprises and also offer deliver invitation of excellent talents for 

enterprises. Finally, they log out of system. For managers, they check enterprise 

qualification and manage positions of enterprises and information authenticity in 

enterprises. Similarly, they have corresponding rights for recruiters and recruiters’ job 

hunting. There is another important function for managers. They can maintain website 

pages, upload files and manage website announcement. In addition, they are responsible 

for setting system security.[8] 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In our system firstly the candidate apply for the job (for particular post) by fill the form 

details once the form is filled candidate will upload the resume (C.V.) the data  filled by 

candidate will be stored in database. Once all the candidate apply for the job then admin 

will response for further schedule of interview. In our system there are total 3 rounds. 

the candidate will face the process of round I and according to his/her performance the 

feedback is generated by interviewer. The feedback of generated by interviewer of 

round II.so that the interviewer can analysis the performance of the candidate. similarly 

the feedback of round 2 will passed to interviewer of round 3 i.e. last round generated of 

that candidate who cleared all three rounds once the graph is generated it will displayed 

on dashboard can be accessed by  admin. the selected candidate will get message of 

selection via mail The admin will assign the interviewer to take the interview. 
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Fig 01: Proposed System Architecture 

 

online test is there for the candidate  and questions is based on applied job. skill 

matching using LDA and it provide the maximum percentage matching of job. And 

from the candidate result in the type of graph and report the company easily finds the 

right candidate for respected job position. 

 

Algorithm - LDA for Classification 

1 Pick your unique set of parts. 

2 Pick how many composites you want. 

3 choose the number of parts you want per each composite (specimen from a Poisson 

distribution). 

4 choose number of  topics (features) you want. 

5 Choose a number between not zero and positive infinite and call it alpha. 

6 choose a number between not zero and positive infinite and call it beta. 

7 Build the segment versus the  skill table. For each column, draw a samples (spin the 

wheel) from a Dirichlet distribution (a distribution of distributions) using beta as the 

input. Every Test will filled each column in the table, add to one and provide the 

probability of every part pre topic (specific column). 

8 Make a composite versus the data table for every row, build a sample from a dirichlet 

distribution as a input using alpha. every sample fulfilled every row in the table add 

to one and provide the probability of every topic (specific column) per compound  

9 create the actual composite for each compound . 1) look up its row in the composites 

versus topics table, 2) sample a topic based on the probabilities in the row, 3) go to 

the parts versus topics table, 4) look up the topic sampled, 5) sample a part based on 

the probabilities in the column, 6) repeat from step 2 until you’ve reached how many 

parts this composite was set to have. 
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IV. RESULT 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig . Individual candidate performance 

V.  Future Work 

Future work of this system will be the candidate will get the feedback from the 

interviewer about his/her performance. For Example, A candidate had appear for round 

1 and after interview the interviewer came to know that he/she is weak in database. The 

interview give feedback that his/she weak in database then the system will change the 

negative sentence in affirmative sentence and this feedback will be provided to the 

candidate. This is the future work of Smart Recruitment System. 

VI . CONCLUSION 

The Smart Recruitment System will provide the organization potential and talented 

candidates. The candidate can easily apply for job using user interface and he can screen 

the further process. The organization will hire the candidate according to their report 

performance which will be generated at last. This System will help the organization in 

recruitment process by saving time and quick process. 
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